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THIRD SEMESTER B.TECH. (ENGINEERING)
D(AMINATION, DECEMBER 2OO7

CS/IT 04 3O3_DISCRETE COMPUTATIONAL STRUCTURES

Time :Three Hours

(2004 Admissions)

Answer all questiorts.

1' (a) What do you mean by Universal quantifrers and Existential quantifiers ?

O) State and prove I)e Morgan's laws using truth tables.
(c) l€t A = la, b,cl. Determine whether the relation R whose matrix M* is given is an equivalence

relation.

(d) Let A = lI, 2, 3, 4, LZ). Consider the partial order of divisiUitlty on A. That is, if o and b e A,
o < b if and only if alb. Draw the Hasse diagram of the posetiA, s).

(e) Write short notes on Hamming code.

(0 What do you mean by Euler path and Euler circuit ? Illustrate wrth an example.
(g) If F (o) is the finite extension of F, show that o is algebraic over F.
(h) Define Rings. Give an example.

(8r5=40marks)
2. (a) (i) show that (P -+ Q) ,. (R --+ e) and (p v R) --+ e are equivalent. (8 marks)

(ii) Show that Rn(PvQ) is a valid conclusion from the premises pre,e--R, p-+M
andlM.

(7 marks)
Or

(b) (i) Prove by using direct method ;

The sum ofan even integer and an odd integer is an odd integer.

(it Prove thai J5 rs noi a rational number- (Prove by contracliction).

3. (a) (i) Prove that if R is a symmetric relation, then R n R-t = R.

(it On the set of Natural number N, the relation Il is clefined "oRb" rf'anrl onlv
Show the R is antisyrnmetric.

Maximum : 100 Marks

(7 marks)

(8 marks)

(7 rnarks)

if "cr divided b".

(8 nrar'l<s)
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Or



(b) (i)

i'.

(ii)

R is the set of real numbers given that

: f (x')= x +2, g(x)= x -Z'and h(r) = 3'r V r e R'

Fioa C.tr',f og,f 'f ,gog,f th,hog,holand f "goh'

i*t <be a. partial ordering of a set s' Define the dual order on s' How

t"f"t"a to the inverse ofthe relation < ?

Or

(i) State and prove Lagrange's theorem'

(ii) Show that every cyclic group is commutative'

(i) Show that the system (E, +, ') of even integer is a

multiplication-

(b) Show that an element o

field F.
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(8 marks)

is the dual order

(? marks)

(b)

5. (a)

'l

Show that the set G = {- 1, 1}, is a finite abelian group of order 2' under -"tttt}?'j1il,

If (G, *) is a group of even order prove that it has an element o * e satisfy ing o':' = "'
(8 marks)

(10 marks)

ring under ordinarv "tJ:'fl':ty.r

(? marks)

(ir) If R is aringcommutativewithcharacteristic 2, show that (o +b)z =oz *b2 Vo'be R'

(S marks)

Or

e K is algebraic over F if and only if F (a) is finite extension of the

(15 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]
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